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On 25th April a tremendous earthquake in the
Himalaya-region shook the earth. Thousands of
humans have lost their life, a multiple number is injured.
In India, China, Pakistan and Bangladesh, too, hundreds died. Almost one million children and youths are
affected. People are lacking the barest necessities –
mainly drinking water, food and shelter.
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Worldwomen* give out the call:
Donate for help on grassroots level in view
of the earthquake catastrophe in Nepal!

The Nepal governments has already described itself as
„overtaxed“ by the situation. The small number of helicopters in the country is employed for
saving mountaineers – who are not lacking food and water – and not primarily in the cut off
disaster areas. International help is important - but its partners are mainly the official governmental structures.
Worldwomen collect donations – from grassroots level to grassroots level!

Worldwomen in Nepal are – with great enthusiasm and vigor – the hosts of the 2nd World
Women's Conference of Grassroots Women taking place in 2016. Women from eight or-ganizations have joined forces in the United Women's Alliance. In decades they have built up, tried and
tested structures for organizing life, cooperation and solidarity. They now need all the support
they can get! Having them as recipients of the collected money we can be 100 percent sure, that
each and every Euro goes where it is needed in Nepal.
For years the European Worldwomen have been collecting money around 1st May. This time in
view of the earthquake catastrophe we want to dedicate it as grassroots help for Nepal.
Start collecting donations immediately and until 15th May!
Spread the idea of the World Women's Conference, the further joining of forces of the
women of the world, of mutual solidarity and of organizing oneself in ones own country!
Donations please to the following donations account of the World Women's Conference:
Verein zur Förderung des Austauschs in der Frauenbewegung e.V.
IBAN DE68 4246 1435 5608 7184 01 - BIC GENODEM1KIH - key word: Nepal
Volksbank Kirchhellen eG
* „Worldwomen“ those women call themselves who jointly
prepare and realise the World Women's Conference and their supporters
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